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5 1. INTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to prove the following: 
IN m(S3) 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. Then in the p-component of n(S’) fork > 3, all 
nonzero elements have order p. 
This answers affirmatively a twenty year old conjecture of M. Barratt improving 
on the exponent of p2 given by Toda in [IO]. 
The method of proof is to show that for k > 3, We is a retract of 
?Q+,(S*+‘; 27~2). This is done by constructing a map from R2S3(3)@,, the double loop 
of the 3-connective cover of S3 localized at p, to s12S2p+‘(p}, the double loop of the 
homotopy fibre of the degree p map from S2*” to itself, and another coming back and 
then showing that the composite is a homotopy equivalence by calculating in 
homology. 
The map going back from ~2S2p+‘(p} to f12S3(3)(,, is the double loop of a map first 
introduced by Moore in [6). The map from fi2S3(3)@, to ~2S2p+‘(p} is constructed as a 
lift of the composite 
where H is the Hopf-invariant map. In order to perform the homology calculation, it 
is necessary to show that a lift which is an H-map can be chosen. This involves some 
properties of Milnor’s construction for the classifying space of a topological group. 
Proceeding by induction beginning with this theorem, by an extension of the 
methods in [l], Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer have shown that for p > 3, p” is an 
exponent for 7r,,(S”‘+‘) when k > 2n + 1, improving on the exponent of p& given by 
Toda in [lo]. 
The case of the prime 2 was solved by James over twenty years ago. In this case 
22” is the best possible exponent. 
42. PRELJMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this paper, all topological spaces will be assumed to be compactly generated 
with a non-degenerate base point e. All maps and homotopies will preserve the base 
point. 
The notation X = Y shall mean that X is homotopy equivalent to Y and that some 
fixed homotopy equivalence has been chosen. 
. 
In an H-space, e will be a strict identity for the multiplication. An H-group is a 
homotopy associative H-space (X, m) together with a map c: X+X such that 
CXX XXC 
x- XxX:X and X----* XxXAX 
are null homotopic. For x E X, c(x) will be written as x-‘. 
Let X be a topological space. Recall that the fat wedge is 
FW(X) = {(x,, . . ., x~) E XLl;ri = e for some j}. 
&“+I 
X is said to have (Lusternik Schnirelmann) category n if X B X”+’ factors up to 
407 
408 
homotopy as 
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*“+I 
x-x It+1 
\ \ 
‘L /f 
FWn+,(X) 
Let a,: S’+ Sk be a map of degree q. Let P”(q) = S”-’ U,,,e" for n z 2. Recall that 
mod p homotopy is defined by rr,(X; Z/pZ) = [P”(p), X] and that if p is an odd prime 
then r,(X; Z/p22 is a vector space over Z/p2 for n 2 4. (See [71). 
For an H-space X, let q: X+X be the map XI +x4 where some fixed order is 
chosen for performing the multiplication. Let X(q) be the homotopy fibre of q: X --* 
X. It is well known that 
a,(XtiN = 7r,+,(X; z/pa. 
03. DEVIATIONS OF MAPS BETWEEN H-SPACES 
Let f: X + Y with X an H-space and Y an H-group. Define the deviation of f 
from being an H-map, O(f): X x X --$ Y by 
W)(x,9 x2) = f(x*)_‘f(x,)-‘f(x,x*). 
The deviation has the following properties: 
(i) f is an H-map if and ‘only if DCf) = 0. 
(ii) Let g: Y + Z be an H-map with Z an H-group. Then 
D(gf) = 0(f). 
Define by induction higher deviations of f, D.(f): X” + Y as follows: 
Qcf) = f 
4(f)=N_f) 
W.k,. . . .,x.) = (D.-,t_f)(x,, . . ., xn-Z, x.))-’ x (D.-,U)(x,, . . ., xn-,))-I 
xDn-d.f)(x,r . . .,x.-2, X,-I . x,1. 
Let fn: X + Y be the composite 
A” Wf) 
X-X”- Y. 
By induction on n we see that D,tj>j Wa,x, is null homotopic so that if j: A --,X with A 
having category n, then fJ = 0 for m > n. 
Suppose now that Y is homotopy abelian. 
LEMMA 1. In [X, Y],fom =$ (y)f, 
(Recall that m : X +X meanS the map taking x to x”.) 
Proof. Show by induction on n that 
f(Xl, 12,. * -9 xd=f: c 
j=l lsi,<~~.<ijsn 
Djcf)(Xi,v. . -9 Xii). q 
04. SOME PROPERTIES OF MILNOR’S CONSTRUCTION AND 
OF JAMES’ CONSTRUCTION 
Let G be a topological group. Let E,,BG be the (n + I)-fold join of G. According to 
Milnor[4], G is H-equivalent to ilBG where BG = I@ F,B, with F,Bc = E,BJaction 
of G. It is well known that F,,BG has category n. (see”[9]). 
In the fibrations 
G - E.BG - F,Ba 
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the first map is null homotopic, so changing the order gives a fibration up to homotopy 
with cross-section: 
RE,BG - RF,BG +---T G. 
I 
THEOREM 2. The composife G -k fiF,G - nF,G is an H-map for n > 1. 
Proof. It s&ices to prove the case n = 2. 
/ / 
G x G “‘I, RT,BG 2 flFzBG 
1 
a I 
G =G 
Since a is an H-map (up to homotopy equivalence it is Ri,: RF,BG -+ RBG), a 0 D(s) = 
D(a 0 s = lG which is an H-map so its deviation is trivial. Thus D(fIi, 0 s) = 
Ri, 0 D(s) factors through the null homotopic map from OE,BG to 12E2BG. So Ri, 0 s is 
an H-map. 0 
Let X be a topological space. The James construction on X[3], is defined by 
J(X) = lim JAX) where J,(X) = X’/- with 
;: 
(Xl,. . ., Xi-l, e, Xj+lr . . ., Xk) - (XI.. . ., xi-I, Xj+tr e, xi+29 . . ., xk). 
J(X) is a topological monoid and has the following universal property: 
Let M be a topological monoid. Then any map X+M extends uniquely to a 
homomorphism of topological monoids J(X)-+ M such that 
X-M 
J(X) 
commutes. 
THEOREM 3 (James). If X has the homotopy type of a connected CW complex, then 
J(X) z fiSX and SJ(X) = ; S( ; X), naturally in X. 
k=l 
$5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Letting X = S2” in Theorem 3 gives, for all integers q a 
diagram 
SJ(S2n)‘, ; S(S’“) 
COhPSC 
- S(S”“) 
]SJbq) ‘-’ Ii, a: collap~ /q 
SJ(S’.)-, ; S(S&) - S(S”“) 
k=l 
homotopy commutative 
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Taking adjoints gives a homotopy commutative diagram 
I I 4 qp 
pJZn+l H + ,S2Pn+l 
(*I 
H is called the Hopf-invariant map. (See James[31, Toda[lO] and also Hilton[2].) 
THEOREM 4. Let p be a prime. Let f: X + Y with X a homotopy associative H-space 
and Y 4 p-local homotopy abelian H-group. Suppose that 
f 
X-Y 
I I 9 ql 
XI-Y 
is homotopy commutative for all positive integers q. Let A be 4 space having category n 
for some n -C p and let j: A --,X be any map. Then fi has order p in [A, Y]. 
Remark. Theorem 4 will be applied to * after localization at an odd prime. Since odd 
dimensional spheres become H-spaces after a localization that inverts 2, the hypothesis 
that Y be homotopy abelian will be satisfied. 
LEMMA 5. In [X, Y] f,,, = hf with h divisible by p for m > 1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. 
Therefore 
fm = (mP - m >f - m$ (7) fi* 
Since mp = m(mod p), th;T formula proves the case m = 2 to begin the induction, and 
also proves the induction step. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. f, = (p” - p)f - zI(?) fia 
For21isp-1, p 
0 
is divisible by p, so writing 
f,=((p’-P)-Z$i)f 
all the terms except one are divisible by pt. Therefore f, = upf where u is a unit in 
Z (P)’ 
upfj = f,j = 0 
since A has category n < p. Therefore pfj = 0. 0 
We now turn our attention to S’. Giving S3 its usual structure as a topological 
group, let BS’ be its classifying space. Let BS3(3) be the homotopy fibre of a map 
BS’+ K(Z,4) representing a generator of H4(BS3). Then S’(3) is homotopy 
equivalent to the 3-connective cover of S3 and so 7rlr(S3(3)) zz pL(S3) for k > 3. 
Let S2p”+ BS’(3) represent a generator of T~~+,(BS’(~)) = ZlpZ. 
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sZp+yp}--'lT, S3(3) 
I I 
i 
9P’l 
- ES3(3) 
I I 
P 
gP+l 
- BS’(3) 
The composite Szp+’ 2 Szp+’ + BS3(3) is null homotopic so there is a lift Szp” + 
ES3(3) into the path space of BS3(3). Let y be the induced map of homotopy fibres. 
See [61. 
By a theorem of Milnor[5], if X has the homotopy type of a countable CW 
complex then fix is homotopy equivalent to a topological group. Let F,,(OS3(3)) be 
the Milnor filtration, thinking of fiS3(3) as BfizS3(3). 
The composite F2(W3(3))-, W$,P;’ 2 fW$q” is null homotopic by Theorem 4 
since Fz(fIS3(3)) has category 2 <p. (Note the use here of p odd.) Thus there is a lift A 
into RS 2p+‘{p}. By Theorem 2, s: f12S3(3)+fIF2(OS3(3)) is an H-map. 
THEOREM 6. The composite 
l-u*s 
f12S3(3hP, - n*s*P+‘{p} 2 R2S3(3)(,, 
is a homotopy equivalence and so rk(S3) is a retract of VTL+‘(S”*‘; ZlpZ). 
Proof. Since we have localized at p. it suffices to show that the composite induces 
a homology isomorphism with Z/p2 coefficients. 
Calculations with the Serre Spectral Sequence show that with ZlpZ coefficients, as 
Hopf Algebras 
H*(RS3(3)) = Z/PZb2,1@ A Wzpl 
with the generators primitive and 
H*(s12S3(3)) = k$, ( A ta2pd @ Z/pZ[Pa2,~4 s 
with the generators primitive. The homology suspension 
u*: H,(R%3(3))- H +,(QS3(3)) 
1 
takes a2p~-l to (X2,)‘. 
Also, 
H*W2P”(p}) = z/pz[y2pl @ A rBYzpl@ 63 ( A L72p4 C3 ZlPZrPzzPk-II) 
k=2 
with the generators primitive. 
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Since all of the maps are H-maps, it suffices to check that we have an isomor- 
phism on indecomposables, and observing the action of the Bockstein, checking the 
odd dimensional indecomposables will do. 
Let H’ be the composite U3(3)+flS3~ fiSzp*‘. A short calculation (see 
Toda[lO]) shows that after localization at p, 
H’ 0 fly: $-lSzp+‘(p} - Wq;)+’ 
agrees on homology with (ai), up to an automorphism of the range. (Remark: It can 
be shown that H’oQy is not homotopic to ni.) Thus up to an automorphism of the 
range 
H;a*W2yMQA),s, = HI(Ry)*a*(WLs* = (W,a*(fiA)*s* 
= a*(R2i)*(fiA)*s* = o*(fiH’)*(Qj)*s* = o&H’)* = H&r*. 
But H’a* is a monomorphism on Qodd(H*(f12S3(3))) so (Q2y)&A)*s* is an isomor- 
phism in these dimensions. 0 
COROLLARY 7. For k > 3, all nonzero elements of T~(S~)(~, have order p. 
Proof. From Theorem 6, for k > 3, P,(S~)(~)= 7rt(S3(3))(pj is a retract of 
7Tlr+,(s2p+‘; ZlpZ) which has this property. 0 
Remark. More recent work, combined with the results of Cohen, Moore and 
Neisendorfer[l] show that in fact for p > 3, f12S2’+‘(p} =fi2S3(3)@,x C(p),, where 
C(p) is the homotopy fibre of the double suspension E’: S2p-‘+fl*S2p+1. This will 
appear in another paper. 
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